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About This Game

More Power, More Zombies

In Crimson Earth 2 player gets set in the highly toxic, unfriendly and foreign lands.
Levels become more detailed and have many ways to complete. Environments are now more alive

and realistic, with post-apocalyptic setting.

New Weapons to play

You are in the strong need of beating zombie alert. In Crimson Earth 2 your weapon arsenal is
now really powerful. Shoot the beasts with electric weapons or burn them to ashes with fire.

Weapon system has got a huge update and feels even more realistic.

Advanced graphics

Crimson Earth 2 has got an upgraded graphics. Enemies, environments, effects and weapons are now
looking more realistic. Levels has become highly detailed and zombie animations become better:

you can make a headshots, destroy body parts or just make a huge explosion.

Multiplayer Mode

Crimson Earth 2 lets players feel the power of working together on zombie killing,
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as you can share this mission with friends. Try the multiplayer mode and save the planet from
the invasion!
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Title: Crimson Earth 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
EHTechnology
Publisher:
EHTechnology, Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0 compatible Sound Card

English
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well after a friend said they are having problems with this unit and reading the comments on here i had to test this out i've
owned this dlc for over a year now re installed around 8 months ago due to new system recieved all current updates from steam
took this out for a ride on the edinburgh to glasgow route on a quick drive and used one of the default liverys i used high settings
with and without the dymanic setting and gladly haven't found a problem with it i do believe it is a bit tempermental in scenarios
but that usaully if you've not got all the necesary dlc and using a livery added from a third party like uk train sim for example,
this game really does need a high end processor over 3ghz intel or 4ghz amd and graphics card i recommend one of the more
expensive Nvidia graphics cards i am talking like over the \u00a3100 mark, also i meant to say that you need to make up this
two carriage unit you need to make sure you use DMS then DMSL of the same livery then flip around so that the cabs at the
back go to quick drive click on train then custom click confim and wait for all the stock to load up to do this hope this helps..
Awesome game that feels like the real thing (without having to deal with weather diverts and whiny pilots). My only request for
future releases is to have the tower camera automatically change view to an impending crash. All too often, I'm landing planes
looking in one direction and the accident that ends my session happened atthe other end of the runway, and I ALWAYS miss
seeing it. At least if the camera pans to that direction I'll know what happened and why I have to start over. Don't get me wrong,
I don't need enough time to change something to try to prevent the accident, I just want a second or two to understand what
happened.. iz gud gaem haz bark buttin. Almost insultingly simple puzzles, story is very cliche and extremely slow paced, and is
full of "pseudo-intellectual" nonesense and so-deep moral dilemmas. Not worth the money VR or no VR.

The game was also 3hrs long, and I took quite a lot of time examining every room (for seemingly nothing mostly.). Fun game,
not too many bugs, good story, good graphics and generally chaotic. This is the best strategy game ive ever bought it feels like a
mixture of Total War, and EU4. Worth the price. I enjoy the combat\/story\/multiplayer and have logged 14.4 hours since I
started on the morning 3 days ago. I cleared Chapter 1, have completed enough multiplayer to net myself some sweet rewards,
and just started on Mako Reactor 2. My 1st Soldier job is about to clear its 4th Skill Panel.

I have yet to spend a single penny on this game. And my deck has maxed 4* Raiden & Cloud\/Touch, and maxed 3* Barrier and
Hades - I'm mowing through stuff on Hard Difficulty and ~at no point have I felt held back~ or as if I cannot have a healthy
play session because I'm not paying.

From my perspective, this is exactly the kind of F2P game I'd love to see more often. It's all about making sure you have a good
understanding of how everything works & so long as you plan & use the resources you're given efficiently, you shouldn't be
seeing a paywall - at least not up through the point I've played. Continuing at my current pace, I cant imagine there'd be one later
either.

I have a potato laptop with Win7 x64, an i5 CPU, 8GBs of RAM, and an Intel HD 3000 gfx chip - the game plays perfect at
720p, looks shiny, and I've not had a single issue or crash.

As for the story itself, it REALLY reminds me of Dissidia's, so much so that I'd not be shocked if someone told me this was a
Dissidia prequel of sorts. The world is dark & mysterious, and I cant wait to see where it goes next~! The Moogle's English
voice is one of the most crisp & amazing "cutesy voices" I've probably ever had the pleasure of hearing. Dat sexy narrator (Vox)
is awesome too~ <3

{3\/18\/17 EDIT:} Just cleared chapter 2 and am still going strong. The story has only gotten more intense, and I'm still making
steady progress through the Infinite Reactor event area. Still not a penny spent yet! I'm sitting on 4,700 Magicite & am waiting
to get another 30-day set for 3k.

{8\/03\/17 EDIT:} Just cleared chapter 4 and will likely start chapter 5 soon, very excited! All of the event areas have been
great, and I've been clearing and getting 100% done on everything without issue - it's all still a pleasant challenge though. I have
all 20 of the "original" jobs, multiple maxed skillpanel sets & 5* ability cards, and I HAVE ~NOT~ SPENT A SINGLE
$0.01USD!!!! My Devout healer is lvl 240+ and managed to clear Tier 4 Ifrit+Ultima without dying easily, so now I have a
maxed 5* Ultima Sicarius too. On top of this, Square just lightened up on some of the "cash shop" systems and F2P people like
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me can get even MORE stuff ~freeeee~. That combined with all of the giveaways in August & the pile of free stuff all of us are
getting, there's not been a better time to start playing! I wish more F2P RPGs were as good as this one~!

{11\/24\/17 EDIT:} Still free! A string of awesome holiday\/events in-game delayed my starting of CH5, but I'm still doing
great on Hard Mode. My level 272 Healer is handling the new Tier 5* boss fights in multiplayer just fine, and a lot of my setup
is fairly easy to get just by playing now. Also, Xmas is rumored to be amazing next month for free players....

{12\/18\/17 EDIT:} Not a penny spent~! I just pulled the Duncan Supreme and Cloud Supreme jobs tonight during the Xmas
event. Also got the FF13 Etro job as well, last I checked I was sitting in the top 500 for the week with a score of over 70million,
and I've still got mountains of resources to burn. What with all the free stuff for new players (look at a re-roll guide) and the
awesome FF7 event story that is great for easing new players into the game, now's an amazing time to get started. It's great to
have on in the background during work, and there's still more story and Free Explore areas for me to complete. The Tier 5
multiplayer bosses have been an absolute blast to party on, and this has absolutely become my go-to online multiplayer game
now that I'm 100% complete on FF11 and no other MMO fills that spot. Even if this a little grind-ish and F2P, the
story\/multiplayer parties\/and character builds cant keep me away, and not once have I felt held back by the cash shop elements
(especially tonight with two Supreme pulls one after the other~).

{10\/5\/18 EDIT:} 605 hours in and they have yet to take any of my money. I just pulled the new Shorn One job the other night
and it's definitely changing up how I play the game a bit - is lots of fun adding elements to his blade and then burning his Ult
attack to nuke the screen. As of late, multiplayer has been a bit mundane. Everyone is generally so powerful now, you're more
likely to lose to a bad party member than you are simply not being powerful enough to take a Tier 5 boss. The new FINAL
FANTASY X story event has been great though, best one since the original Final Fantasy 7 one that was up when I started
playing. They've added a pretty elaborate Sphere Grid and you can even ~summon~ now just like you could in FF10 (for the
duration of the event) and its generally been a blast seeing\/hearing Tidus again. Starting today and running until the....10th of
Oct. I think(?) is the FF10 box Greater Card Summon and Revival campaigns that get you great Final Fantasy X abilities and
crazy-powerful Summer\/FF15\/FF14\/FF7 cards that most use as a staple in their ability decks, so that and re-rolling for
Supremes as a new player means that now is a really good time to start trying the game.. This was a game which i was very
hopeful and excited for..... I dont even remember when the last update was and when it was updated it was one of those useless
updates that add little things but other than that, this game has been a complete waste of money and i regret even looking at this
game. I know i sound a little harsh but after all this, I cant even get a refund.. Honestly This Game Rocks. Im a Tread head And
Tank on Tank is My Favorite game. This is a Tank only Blitzkrieg\Battle Academy Melding .
 Its Simple to Play and Hard to master.
 The actual Cannonering is difficult to guage to Get It have used several item just hold them up to the screen to use Kentucky
Windage.
 This Is A GREAT GAME Give ME THE EASTERN FRONT MOD PLEASE!!!!. It's an interactive fiction that uses a lot of
text. To enjoy this game, reading long descriptions of areas and actions and participating in lengthy conversations needs to be
fun for you. If you think this sounds boring, you should probably avoid this game. So I assume that if you're reading these
reviews, you're actually interested in this niche genre.

There are two core fantasies that ICY sink into. The post-apocalyptic survival serves as the core of the mechanics and lore,
while the community building builds the plot and allows you to role-play quite a bit. You can make choices in the game,
though most of them seem to have a single, perfect solution (often hidden by specific skill levels, such as Speechcraft) and you
can sometimes see that many dialogue choices that you make are purely cosmetic, but if you like to role-play your character (I
surely do), it won't be a problem for you. Nearby the end of the game, you can also make very significant decisions affecting the
game's ending, and that's always a lot of fun.

The main problem I have with ICY is the division of the gameplay and the story. It's a very subjective issue, Some people, for
example, could say that the prologue is rather slow and you need to wait for "the good stuff" to happen. For me, the prologue is
the strongest part of the game. The stage and actors are slowly set up, you can role-play and experience what the exploration of
the wilderness is like. When the game begins, all the parts of the survival process are a fun adventure - hunting, scavenging,
seeing the passage of time and how it affects your daily routine. But later on it all becomes replaced with the automated actions.
You no longer walk among the forest to look for a deer which you could take down from your bow, you just reach the foresty-
greeny part of the map, click on the icon and loot the resources, sometimes with an additional encounter to spice things up.

In the early stages of the game this automation was still supported with my imagination, but when I scavenged through dozens of
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constantly respawning areas and saw all the negative and positive encounters, I was getting more and more detached. I was
playing on the "normal" difficulty and I quickly realized that since my character is pretty good at 3 survival abilities
(exploration, scavenging and hunting), walking in the wilderness was making me constantly stronger. I was finding plenty of
food (that allows you to explore more), medicine (that allows you to heal yourself after fights and negative encounters), weapons
and armors (which made me stronger), treasures and crafting trinkets (which allowed me to become quite rich). As in many
RPGs, during this game I had most fun when I was struggling to survive, but once I realized that there's no real time pressure
and I can stay alive endlessly, the tension significantly dropped.

I no longer had to enter the nearby cities to resupply and keep myself safe. I had to go there to look for quests (both related to
the main plot and the sidequests), but not because the game's mechanics were pushing me to do so. Something in here doesn't
work, some mechanics are not quite polished. Thankfully, the combat was mostly fun for me, though it was taking a long time
and I usually wanted it to end midway through, when it was clear that the combat is either lost or won.

In many high-budget games there's a strong, well-designed lore, while the actual stories get embarrassing and juvenile. Here we
have the opposite disproportion - the worldbuilding is rather obvious and uses many post-apo cliches, though displayed among
snowy hills and cold forests instead of your regular deserts, while at the same time story's structure is very strong. There are
some bits of awkward writing - I assume the writer is not a native English speaker and sometimes got lost in their thoughts. In
most RPGs you usually can talk with your crew in chunks whenever a new chapter of the story is reached, but in ICY the
characters themselves initiate most of the conversations and you can often get to know them better by seeing how they interact
with one another. Since many of the crewmembers are completely optional, I'm impressed with how much dialogue branching
had to be involved in some of the scenes. Some of the characters are a bit too simple for my taste and they tend to repeat their
motivations and background a bit too often - the greatest offender is the only black character, which often repeats things like
"you gave me a second chance despite my skin color", even though you almost never encounter any sort of racism while playing
the game. It's a bit awkward.

But you find a lot of colorful characters and you can spend time imagining how it would be to lead such a team through
desolated, unfriendly landscape. Characters argue with each other, speak against your authority, lie to one another, deal with
their past. At the beginning of your adventure you see your previous leader arguing with his undisciplined subordinates gathered
around the fire. And you have a chance to participate in this interaction in many ways. It's great foreshadowing of the things to
come, and the game allows you to experience some of the unpleasant issues that you can expect - the negative results of your
decisions, being unable to save everyone even if you try your best.

Open-world RPGs usually fail when it comes to painting a big picture, but they succeed at making memorable, small activities
and missions. ICY not only has some fun quests involving exploration and dialogues, but also works very well when it comes to
building the story from all the smaller parts. Are some things far from perfect? Sure. Does the gameplay fail at supporting the
story? Definitely. But there's a lot of good things to experience in this game and I'm happy that I played it.

Some technical details: Unlike many interactive fiction video games, ICY uses some nice sound effects and a very smart
combination of visual elements. The background images are very moody and ambient-y, just like the music is, but the clever
composition of UI menus, character portraits and additional graphics makes the game feel more crowded than it really is, even
if various pictures constantly get recycled. I'd say that the music is the main problem of the game, but it rarely annoyed me - I
just wish that it would be a little bit more memorable. I've encountered very few interface issues, such as icons in battles that
show no text when hovered, or "question marks" on the map that are so dark and tiny that it can be difficult to find them.
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I have been playing since I was 5 yrs old.
IF only more people would play this!. Beautiful art, thought-provoking game play.. This game has HUGE potential. It had me
and my friends laughing like idiots. (Warning: If you're an AMD user there seems to be some issues right now). Feel free to add
me if you're in North America and want to get a game going.. This game is fantastic so far! I love all the hidden secrets,
sarcastic bosses\/characters, and background story. Has alot of customization available to unlock which keeps things interesting.
The developer responds to bugs and concerns quickly and the online community is such a great addition to keep you feeling
involved. Very excited for the controller functionality that is being added! Also LOVE \u2764 the soundtrack! The movement
style of Xalia is very unique and sooooo much fun, I find myself dashing alot just for the heck of it.

Would definitely recommend this game!. NEW REVIEW:

With the addition of the "panty panix" casino game (which plays like some old atari and arcade games from WAAAY back...),
this game has been elevated to a (barely) passing grade. With a non-chance related way to gain rep and cash daily (whose cost
doesn't make you hide most of your money in the bank), this game is now playable.
This is still a semi-tedious game, however... (not as much of a grind-fest as Intergalactic Bubbles, though... T_T)

Sadly, there are still no achievements, although there ARE Trading Cards for those SHINY SHINY BADGES!!! SQUEEE!!!

Some tips tho:
Get the Eye from the fortune-teller girl ASAP, and look everywhere, both day and night.
Talk to the girls on the phone and write down their responses at her beginning, and after each gift!
Write down anything she says about her life, stats, likes or dislikes (you WILL be quizzed later, at the end-game, on whichever
girl you choose).

OLD REVIEW:

Ok, this had lots of potential, and the premise is awesome... but not many people will find it fun. Most of it is just gambling at
the casino (luck is best, don't hit the skill button or you'll get more awkward reloads) and shoving most of your money in the
bank. No real strategy, no consequences of giving the wrong gift to a girl... about the only saving grace to this game imo is the
goddess board game. I'm a sucker for a sliding puzzle, and will probably just replay the game for the sliding puzzle minigame
tbh. Would have been better if you could get money easier instead of casino every day and a 1-day per week job. Maybe more
minigames.. I really wanted to like this add-on and actually purchased it on the day it was released, but unfortunately I feel it
really falls short. First the good. The concept is good and the number and variety of missions is appealing. Although many of the
missions are a bit longish, I believe most of the flights are fairly scenic and represent real-world flight plans into these
destinations. However, a number of flaws really hurt the product.

The voice guidance is really useless. This is a huge flaw and it is the biggest issue that most people seem to have with the add-
on. It hardly says anything of worth, and while I do understand the reason that ATC was omitted from these missions the lack of
any in-game guidance whatsoever aside from the GPS make the missions feel like mere flight plans. The little it says is actually
rather annoying in a "thanks for nothing" sort of way. It would have been far better if the voice provided some kind of advice at
various points in the flight. A complete walk-through is not necessary, but since these are all difficult approaches and\/or
difficult flying conditions, some general discussion about the approach and advice about what kind of things to expect (sharp
turns, narrow flight paths, steep descents, etc.) could have made a huge impact on people's perception of the quality of this add-
on. I've read the manual and know that some of this is described there, but limiting the information to the written manual and
pre-flight briefing without having anything in-flight makes this product feel amateur. The default missions that FSX comes with
are great examples of how in-flight guidance and chatter can make the mission feel much more alive, especially when you don't
have any ATC or anything else to listen to.

The manual, while fairly nice, is still lacking in real detail to prepare you for the flight. I just flew mission 7 (Kirkwall to Papa
Westray) and was surprised to see that the destination only had a dirt strip for an airfield. While the manual does tell you to fly
around before landing to familiarize yourself with the airfield, failing to provide such important details is quite annoying. In
general, it doesn't give enough detail about the final approach, such as expecting a tall hill on the final to St. Barth's with a steep
descent to the runway. No one would send you on a solo flight to one of these approaches in the real world without giving you a
heads up about important details like this, and they should be included in the manual as well (and in the voice guidance).
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There are also some lesser flaws:
The in-flight kneeboard is a resource that was underutilized. Including a map of the destination airport could have been handy,
or even just repeating the briefing on the mission briefing page.

The short mission descriptions that you see when you are scrolling through the list of missions could have benefited from adding
the expected mission time. You can see the expected mission time in the full briefing that you get when you click a mission to
see additional detail, but that information should also have been included in the mini-description seen in the mission list (again,
like the default missions).

And finally, this is a nitpick but I don't understand the mission numbering. Mission 1 is an expert-level mission, and then
missions 7 and 8 and 15 are beginner level, and so on. It would have been nice to number the missions so that the ones of the
same difficulty level were grouped consecutively instead of the seemingly random order that they have.

Overall, I applaud the effort made and appreciate that a good deal of research was probably done to create these missions, but
the flaws really hurt what could have been a great add-on. Unfortunately, I can't really recommend this product in its current
state. While I don't own any other payware mission packs, I think most people expect that they should match the quality of the
default missions, if not exceed them. Otherwise, it's going to be perceived as an expensive amateur effort. If an update is ever
made that addresses the lack of voice guidance\/chatter, I would be happy to revise my review. But as it is now, I'm not really
sure how much value this has for most people when compared to freeware flight plan packs that take you to the same places.
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